Drive member value and engagement
with AI-Powered Search
The power of membership organizations and
associations are in their ability to deliver meaningful
information and insights to members.
More than ever, organizations need to embrace the
digital mindset and transform their membership value
by delivering tailored and relevant content across all
digital properties.

4 ways Coveo elevates your membership value
AI‑Powered Search
& Recommendations

Powerful Analytics

Coveo Machine Learning learns
from every query and uses that
insight to create a personalized
user experience by delivering
intent-rich relevance (based on the
user’s context and intent as well as
data from similar users).

Discover content gaps and develop
a better understanding of your
users’ needs. Coveo combines
with your existing data to create
real‑time profile enrichment that
help you deliver the best, most
relevant digital experience.

True Unified Search

Built to Grow

Connect to hundreds of content
sources, including platforms like
Salesforce and Sitecore. Embed
AI-powered relevance at every
touchpoint, across any system.

Coveo builds your solution for
tomorrow. Coveo’s platform
is a scalable global cloud
infrastructure with the highest
standard of systems reliability and
data compliance.
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How Coveo helped ULI take a
data‑driven approach
ULI’s philosophy focuses on an incremental
approach to delivering new functionality and
capabilities in the Knowledge Finder by
investing in technology that allows for:
uli.org

à Unification of content from over
100 web properties

Company at a glance

à Frictionless digital experience with
easy-to-find content

Professional Real Estate Association

à Constant and scalable browsing experience

45,000+ Members

Coveo’s AI-driven search and analytics play a
key role in helping prioritization of new
investments and content types—demonstrating
to ULI stakeholders that their membership
investment is paying dividends.

400%

increase in visits
year over year

Membership spans 82 countries

9m 57s

60%

average
session visit

of visits are
“engaged visits”

“Our members are expecting us to do
more and we are able to deliver more
value with the Knowledge Finder”
ADAM SMOLYAR, CTO & CMO
URBAN LAND INSTITUTE
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15%

increase in time
after search

About ULI and Velir

The Urban Land Institute (ULI) is the oldest and
largest global network of real estate experts
and professionals. Through the launch of ULI’s
Knowledge Finder platform, ULI members are
able to access thousands of webinars, case
studies, and research reports.

Velir is an integrated agency that crafts innovative
digital experiences for clients ranging from global
nonprofits to Fortune 500 brands.

Learn how Coveo and Velir can transform your membership organization
Request a free site assessment to identify friction points — before your members do.
CONTACT US

coveo.com

